Appeal to the Mankind of XXII Century
People of the World! Generation of the XXII Century!

I appeal to you living in XXII century with an unshakeable belief to be heard throughout Time and
Space. Our century enabled mankind to blast off into space, to overcome many illnesses, to uncover
secrets of the human genetic code, to lay a foundation of fundamental knowledge, which, as we
hope, you are using now for the welfare of people. It has many thanks to the existence of a Collective
Mind.
At the beginning of the XXI Century, the human Mind has been seriously threatened by drug
destruction. Now the Earth is suffering from this epidemic and its poison envenoms and affects
millions of young souls. Drug addiction has become the Plague of the ХХI century.
Now, at the beginning of the third millennium, we have started a world movement against any kind of
drug addiction under the aegis of “Mind Free of Drug” World League. The global aim of the League
is freeing the planet of drug genocide in order to preserve the health of our future generations and to
protect the evolutionary mind against destructive effects of drug addiction.
We are laying a capsule with the Appeal to the Mankind of the XXII century for hundred years. The
capsule will be solemnly placed into the hearts of symbolic places such as Everest, Fujiyama,
Kilimanjaro, etc. Our Appeal is a relay race of goodwill from our generation to the future
generations.
People are mortal. But achievements of Mind and Civilization are handed over from generation to
generation with care. Through the Time and the Space we address to you our passionate wish to
continue the fight against demons of the Evil that is the drug addiction in the name of preserving the
Civilization Mind – Mind Free of Drugs.
Let forces of the Mind triumph and guard you against madness of drug addiction.

I wish you peace and well!

____________________________

